Supplementary files
The following additional data are available with the online version of this paper.
Supplementary Figure S1 shows average levels and standard deviations of methylation in younger and older CD4+ and CD8+ T cells.
Supplementary Figure S2 shows genes with inverse correlation of methylation and expression of data from Human Methylation 450K and HumanHT-12v4 Expression arrays.
Supplementary Figure S3 shows the verification using the Sequenom MassARRAY platform and qPCR.
Supplementary Table S1 lists g:Profiler pathway analysis results in Figures 2A.
Supplementary Table S2A lists the differentially methylated genes with variable expression levels (and their correlation coefficients) in younger and older CD4+ T cells.
Supplementary Table S2B lists the differentially methylated genes with variable expression levels (and their correlation coefficients) in younger and older CD8+ T cells.
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9.5 Figure S2 . Genes with inverse correlation between gene expression and DNA methylation. The top sections display the transcripts of the gene. The transcripts are coloured according to their fold change of expression level between younger and older individuals. The middle sections show the positions of associated CpG sites that are differentially methylated. The scatter plots in the bottom sections illustrate the correspondence between expression and methylation levels for each site separately. The scatter plots are displayed in the same order as the sites in the middle section; the red and blue dots display levels detected in the younger and older individuals, respectively. cg17351376 cg20367218 cg11067179 cg06419846 cg05496363 cg14027234 cg13860849 cg04702940 cg07145284 cg13383058 cg00350296 cg18935353 cg19090861 
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cg24093411 cg10785051 cg25947408 cg15413523 cg18338046 cg02387618 cg20682563 Figure S3 . Verification of the inverse methylation and gene expression in a subgroup of genes from CD8+ T cells. To verify the age-related inverse correlation between methylation and gene expression Sequenom MassARRAY and qPCR analysis were used in a set of 14 young and 15 old subjects (IFNG, GZMH, CCR7 and CD27) or 16 young and 16 old subjects (CD248 and SATB1). Red dots represent the young and blue dots represent the old subjects, whereas sample number varies due to technical limitations of Sequenom MassARRAY. Correlation between methylation and gene expression was evaluated using the Spearman correlation coefficient. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001. 
